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LTNITED STATES DISTRICT COT'RT
FOR THE DISTRICT OF NEW JERSEY

DOMIMC MORGAN, )
)
)
)
)

Plaintiff,

h{o. l-10-cv-0455 I (RMB-AMD}
)

DR HERBERT NEVYAS and )
DR. AMTA NEVYAS-WALLACE, )

)
Defendant. )

AFFIDAWT OF PAUL ALAN LEVY

1. My name is Paul Alan Levy. I am lead counsel for plaintiff Dominic

Morgan.

2. After plaintiffs filed a complaint against Morgan under the lJniforrn

Domain-Name Dispute Resolution Policy ("UDIP";, Morgan sought my advice. I

knew Morgan because I had previously represented him, on appeal from an injunction

that defendants Herbert Nevyas and Anita-Nevyas-Wallace ("Nevyases") had

obtained in a libel suit in Pennsylvania state court. Neuyas v. Morgan, g2I A.zd I

ZAAT (Pa. Super.2A0D. During that litigation, Public Citizen never took a position

about whether Morgan's complaints about the Nevyases were valid; it stiil takes no

position on that issue.

3. I decided not to represent Morgan in the UDRP proceeding, but I offered

him legal advice in connection with the preparation of his responsive papers.

V.
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4. Subsequently, Morgan submitted a response to the ttDRp complaint that

identified many decisions ofthe United States Court of Appeals for several different

circuits holding that a domain name containing a trademark rnay properly be used as

the address for a non-commercial web site that expresses views about the trademark

holder. Among otherthings, his UDRP papers desuibed certain changes that he had

made in his web site after first receiving the IIDRP complaint. I attach as Exhibit A

the responses that I understand him to have filed to the Nevyases' UDRP Complaint

and UDRP reply.

5. During the same period of time, I was contacted by Dr. Stephen Bare.lt, a

biogger on medical issues (specifically, about medical quackery) who was looking

for information about a case that I had recently won in Chicago. Barrett requested a

copy of the transcript of the prelimina4y injunction hearing in that case.

6. I knew Barrett because, when we agreed to represent Morgan in the

Pennsylvania appeal because of its free speech implications (and regardless of the

merits of the libel claims), Barrett expressed great bitterness about Morgan's

accusations against the Nevyases and tried to persuade a doctor whom he knew, and

who is a senior manager at Public Citaery to prevent me from defending Morgan's

free speech rights. Barrett revealed atthattime that Herberl Nevyas was his in-law.

7, lnaddition to responding to Ba:rett's information requesf I told him that
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I had learned about his inlaws' new proceeding against Morgan under the UDRp.

I wamed Barrettthatwinning in the TIDRP could be an expensive proposition forhis

in-laws, because we were willing to represent Morgan pra bono in a declaratory

judgment action seeking to vindicate his right to free speech using the domain names,

and that the Nevyases were unlikely to succeed in the federal court proceeding

because of the wealth of appellate precedent against them under the trademark laws.

I suggested that he wam his relatives about these facts so that they could consider

withdrawing the LIDRP complaint before it was too late. Rather, I suggested, they

should just pursue their libel claims if they felt they had a valid case. During the

exchange, Barrett revealed that he was still bitter about Morgan's statements about

his in-laws and about my representation of Morgan.

8. Barrett told me that because his in-laws were wealthy, the cost of legal

proceedings was no object. He said that they felt very strongly about Morgan's

accusations and were not going to relent.

9. After this action was filed, I was contacted by the Nevyases' counsel, Alexis

Arena. Ms. Arena made a settlernent proposal. After consulting my client, I told Ms.

Arena that subject to some procedural questions, the substance of her proposal was

acceptable, and she undertook to draft an agreement reflecting the settlement.

Although I am mentioning the above facts because they bear on certain
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representations in the motion to dismiss, and on defendants' unilateral disclosure of

an email frorn me reflecting the existence of settlement discussions, I am not

describing in any way the substance ofthe settlement discussions, because I consider

them confidential.

10' After weeks passed and reminders that I had not yet received the

agreement, Ms. Arena sent me a draft agreement. I told her that the draft did not

reflect the substance of her offer or our acceptance.

1 I . Thereafter Ms. Arena sent rne a document that she char actenzedas an offer

ofjudgment under Rule 68 of the Federal Rules of Civil Procedure. The document

recited that it could be not filed with the Court unless it was accepted, or in a

proceeding to determine fees and costs. On Morgan's behal{ I rejected the offer of

judgment.

Pursuant to 28 U.S.C. $ 1746, I hereby certify
under penalty of perjury that the foregoing is
true and correct. Executed on November 17,
24rc.
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